Targeted profiling of RNA translation reveals mTOR-4EBP1/2-independent translation regulation of mRNAs encoding ribosomal proteins
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The PI3K-Akt-mTOR signaling pathway is a master regulator of RNA translation. Pharmacological inhibition of this pathway preferentially and coordinately suppresses, in a 4EBP1/2-dependent manner, translation of mRNAs encoding ribosomal proteins. However, it is unclear whether mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR)-4EBP1/2 is the exclusive translation regulator of this group of genes, and furthermore, systematic searches for novel translation modulators have been immensely challenging because of difficulties in scaling existing RNA translation profiling assays. Here, we developed a rapid and highly scalable approach for gene-specific quantitation of RNA translation, termed Targeted Profiling of RNA Translation (TPRT). We applied this technique in a chemical screen for translation modulators, and identified numerous preclinical and clinical therapeutic compounds, with diverse nominal targets, that preferentially suppress translation of ribosomal proteins. Surprisingly, some of these compounds act in a manner that bypasses canonical regulation by mTOR-4EBP1/2. Instead, these compounds exert their translation effects in a manner that is dependent on GCN2-eIF2α, a central signaling axis within the integrated stress response. Furthermore, we were also able to identify metabolic perturbations that also suppress ribosomal protein translation in an mTOR-independent manner. Together, we describe a translation assay that is directly applicable to large-scale RNA translation studies, and that enabled us to identify a noncanonical, mTOR-independent mode for translation regulation of ribosomal proteins.

Significance

The PI3K-Akt-mTOR pathway integrates signaling information from various mitogen and nutrient sensors to regulate cell growth and proliferation. Hyperactivation of this pathway has been observed in a number of diseases, including many cancers. Pharmacological inhibition of mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) causes immediate suppression of cell-wide protein synthesis; interestingly, this effect is not uniform across all transcripts, but is biased toward mRNAs encoding ribosomal proteins. In this study, we developed a rapid, scalable, and targeted assay for RNA translation that enabled us to identify translation modulators of ribosomal proteins that act independent of mTOR signaling. These modulators include chemical compounds, acting via their “off-target” effects, as well as certain metabolic perturbations, and together, they represent a noncanonical mode of regulating ribosome biogenesis and protein synthesis capacity.
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two of these compounds, Dabrafenib and MK1775, modulate RP translation in a manner independent of mTOR and 4EBP1/2. We established that these compounds instead exert their translation effects via GCN2 kinase and eIF2α, which are key nodes of the eukaryotic integrated stress response. As further evidence of these mTOR-independent effects, we identified certain metabolic perturbations, namely, limitation of glucose or cysteine/cystine, that also suppress RP translation independent of mTOR activity. Together, our data point toward an alternative mode of modulating translation of RPs that bypasses canonical regulation by mTOR-4EBP1/2.

Results

An Assay for Targeted Profiling of RNA Translation. We designed and optimized a rapid and scalable RNA translation assay, TPRT, that builds on the ribosome profiling method (6, 7), and its variations for translation initiation profiling (8, 9), with the aim of simplifying sample preparation and using a gene-targeted,
qPCR-based approach for translation quantitation. The TPRT procedure follows a directed workflow comprising treatment of cells with cycloheximide, rapid sample harvest, ribosome footprint extraction, reverse transcription (RT) with targeted primers against translation initiation sites (TIS) that concurrently modify cDNA template properties, and qPCR against these modified cDNA templates (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). This procedure employs a number of key optimization characteristics to improve assay behavior. First, we note that ribosome profiling examines ribosome footprint occupation distributed across the entire coding region, whereas TPRT focuses on a particular point of this region. To improve signal strength, we took advantage of the ability of certain chemical inhibitors of translation, such as cycloheximide, to artificially enrich ribosomes at TIS (6, 7, 10), and reasoned that TIS occupancy levels should be correlative with translation levels, provided sample harvest is sufficiently rapid as to prevent saturating accumulation of ribosomes at this site. We further reasoned that quantitating TIS occupation should yield greater signal strength, and therefore measurement reliability, compared with other sites. Second, given

Fig. 2. Chemical screen for RP translation inhibitors. Change in translation of RPS27, under acute treatment by compound library (1 μM, 1 h) in HMEC-CT2 cells. Translation changes, measured by TPRT, are relative to normalization factor of non-RP internal controls (PPIA, ACTB), and DMSO vehicle control; normalization and z-value thresholds are described in SI Appendix, Materials and Methods (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 for supporting data). (Inset) Effects of 10 RP translation inhibitors, with diverse nominal targets, on mTOR signaling as measured 4EBP1 phosphorylation shifts. Compounds that demonstrate no substantial change in 4EBP1/2 mobility shift are highlighted in red.
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the short priming regions, the risk of unintentionally codetecting similar footprint sequences from different genes increases. We therefore employed sequence-specific primers at both the RT and qPCR stages to increase the number of selective priming steps, therefore increasing specificity against these short ribosome footprints. Third, we designed RT primers that artificially increase length of the resulting cDNA to improve detection of amplicons under fluorescence dye binding and to aid detection of primer dimer formation under melt curve analysis. In this manner, we developed a streamlined protocol for rapid and scalable quantitation of RNA translation across focused groups of genes (Fig. 1A).

As validation of this assay, we applied TPRT to measure the effects of an mTOR inhibitor, Torin-1, on mRNA translation. The effects of mTOR inhibition on mRNA translation have been well characterized (3, 4), and we confirmed in MDA-MB-468 cells that acute treatment with Torin-1 at 100 nM for 1 h leads to rapid loss of 4EBP1 and 4EBP2 phosphorylation (as readouts for mTOR activity), with concomitant preferential decrease in translation of RPs and other TOP-mRNAs (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 A and B). For analysis with TPRT, we selected a panel of five RP transcripts, four non-RP transcripts that have TOP or TOP-like motifs, and nine non-RP transcripts that do not have TOP motifs (11) (SI Appendix, Table S1), and designed suitable RT and qPCR primers according to our optimized design principles (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Table S2). We observed that mRNA translation changes as measured by TPRT are comparable to those measured by ribosome profiling (Fig. 1B). Furthermore, given that the TPRT protocol is abbreviated to omit density- and gel-based ribosomal footprint purification steps that are present in the ribosome profiling procedure (7), we confirmed that omission of these steps in the TPRT protocol does not substantially affect the magnitude of changes measured (SI Appendix, Fig. S2C).

A Chemical Screen Identifies translation Modulators of RPs. We used this assay to ask whether there are chemical modulators of RP translation beyond those targeting the PI3K-Akt-mTOR pathway. To that end, we compiled a library of 100 well-characterized and highly selective kinase inhibitors that together cover 62 distinct target families (SI Appendix, Table S3). HMEC-CT2 cells were subjected to acute treatment with each inhibitor at 1 μM for 1 h and assayed for changes in RP translation. We took advantage of the coordinated regulation of RPs by focusing on just two such transcripts for screening purposes (RPS27, RPL21), with normalization against two non-RP transcripts (PPIA, ACTB). We found that a substantial number of compounds preferentially suppress RP translation (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S3 and Table S3), and that many of these are preclinical and clinical compounds that have not been characterized as PI3K-Akt-mTOR inhibitors (SI Appendix, Table S4). We next tested 10 of these compounds, encompassing a broad spectrum of nominal targets, for their effects on mTOR signaling. Notably, two of these compounds, Dabrafenib and MK1775, had very little effect on 4EBP1 phosphorylation, raising the prospect that they may exert their translation effects in a manner that bypasses mTOR-mediated signaling (Fig. 2, Inset).
We proceeded to examine Dabrafenib and MK1775 as potential noncanonical modulators of RP translation that act independent of mTOR activity. We demonstrated that both compounds do not affect total 4EBP1 and 4EBP2 phosphorylation shifts, as determined by Western blotting, and confirmed using phospho-site-specific antibodies that phosphorylation at key functional residues is likewise unaffected (Fig. 3A). Subsequently, we used TPRT to carry out an analysis of five RP genes and three non-RP genes, and demonstrated preferential Dabrafenib and MK1775 Suppresses RP Translation Independent of mTOR-4EBP1/2, but Dependent upon GCN2 and eIF2α. We proceeded to examine Dabrafenib and MK1775 as potential noncanonical modulators of RP translation that act independent of mTOR activity. We demonstrated that both compounds do not affect total 4EBP1 and 4EBP2 phosphorylation shifts, as determined by Western blotting, and confirmed using phospho-site-specific antibodies that phosphorylation at key functional residues is likewise unaffected (Fig. 3A). Subsequently, we used TPRT to carry out an analysis of five RP genes and three non-RP genes, and demonstrated preferential...
and strongly alleviates (Fig. 7). The highly αB expression (axis is able to preferentially regulate RP translation | SI Appendix, Materials and Methods: RPs are highlighted in red.

suppression of RP translation (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 A–F). Given that mTOR exerts its translation effects via 4EBP1/2 (3, 4), we asked whether Dabrafenib and MK1775 also act independent of these mTOR effectors. To that end, we generated 4EBP1/2 double-knockdown cell lines by CRISPR-Cas9 technology (SI Appendix, Fig. S4G). We found that 4EBP1/2 knockdown substantially abrogates the effects of mTOR inhibition on RP translation, as expected, but importantly, that their knockdown does not disrupt the effects of Dabrafenib and MK1775 (Fig. 3 B–D and SI Appendix, Fig. S4 H–J). Together, these observations demonstrate that both compounds suppress RP translation in an mTOR-4EBP1/2-independent manner.

To identify the mechanistic target responsible for this effect, we first used the KINOMEscan platform to define the collection of kinases that these compounds directly modulate (12). This in vitro biochemical assay measures the extent to which a given chemical compound disrupts the interaction between a panel of recombinantly expressed kinases or kinase domains (403 wild-type kinases and 65 mutant kinases) and artificial ligands that bind to their active sites. In this manner, the KINOMEscan assay identifies the most likely kinase targets for the compound. We profiled Dabrafenib, MK1775, and AZ628, a BRAF inhibitor similar to Dabrafenib, but that does not affect RP translation (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S3). We reasoned that the mechanistic target may be strongly and commonly modulated by both Dabrafenib and MK1775, but remains unaffected by AZ628. We therefore computed a “likelihood score” for each kinase target, based on how closely it resembles these criteria (Fig. 4A SI Appendix, Materials and Methods and Fig. S5). Interestingly, we identified the highest-scoring candidate as GCN2, a highly conserved kinase and a central node of the integrated stress response, which regulates RNA translation in response to cellular and environmental stresses (13). Furthermore, it is well known that GCN2 serves as a kinase for activation of its downstream effector eIF2α. However, it is notable that GCN2-induced preferential RNA translation, as part of the integrated stress response, is typically restricted to genes with specialized uORF structures, such as ATF4, and has not been described as preferentially regulating RPs. To test whether the GCN2-eIF2α axis serves as the mechanistic target responsible for our observations, we subjected HMEC-CT2 cells to siRNA-mediated knockdown of GCN2 or eIF2α expression (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 A and B). We found that depletion of either GCN2 or eIF2α strongly alleviates the effects of Dabrafenib and MK1775 on RP translation (Fig. 4 B–G and SI Appendix, Fig. S6 C–H), demonstrating that the GCN2-eIF2α axis is able to preferentially regulate RP translation as an alternative mechanism that bypasses mTOR signaling. Interestingly, we found that GCN2 phosphorylation increases in a dose-dependent manner on treatment with Dabrafenib or MK1775 (albeit decreasing at very high doses), suggesting that these drugs serve to activate GCN2 kinase activity (SI Appendix, Fig. S6I). However, rather unexpectedly, it appears that phosphorylation of eIF2α, the canonical downstream target of GCN2, increases in a manner independent of GCN2 (SI Appendix, Fig. S6).

Certain Metabolic Perturbations also Suppress RP Translation in an mTOR-Independent Manner. Given that mTOR and GCN2-eIF2α are both key convergence points for nutrient and stress sensors (2, 13), we asked whether there exist physiological perturbations that elicit mTOR-independent RP translation modulation. In the course of such studies, we found that in an Src-transformed MCF10A mammary epithelial model (14, 15), acute withdrawal of certain nutrients, including glucose or cysteine/cystine, causes preferential decrease in RP translation, without eliciting substantial changes in mTOR signaling (Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S7). In line with our pharmacological findings here, we found that GCN2 or eIF2α depletion alleviates the RP translation effects of cysteine/cystine limitation, but that, interestingly, their depletion has no substantial effect on RP translation effects of glucose limitation (Fig. 6 and SI Appendix, Fig. S8 A–H). These observations demonstrate that cysteine/cystine limitation exerts its effects on RP translation through the GCN2-eIF2α axis, whereas cellular sensing of glucose deprivation occurs in a manner that is largely independent of both mTOR and GCN2-eIF2α. Furthermore, similar to the pharmacological perturbations described here, we found that cysteine/cystine limitation likewise increases GCN2 phosphorylation (SI Appendix, Fig. S8J). However, subject to some experimental variability, this increase in eIF2α phosphorylation appears to be largely independent of GCN2 (SI Appendix, Fig. S8I).

Together, these observations reinforce the notion of mTOR-independent means of regulating RP translation, and moreover, suggests that such regulation may be an important and prevalent mechanism by which cells respond to environmental changes.

Discussion
In this study, we developed a qPCR-based assay that enables time- and cost-effective interrogation of RNA translation in a gene-targeted manner, with much higher sample throughput than previously possible. We demonstrated the applicability of TPRT in a chemical profiling study to identify modulators of RP translation. Interestingly, many of these compounds have nominal targets beyond the core PI3K-Akt-mTOR pathway, raising the prospect that many more drugs than previously anticipated may exert their therapeutic effects via modulation of RNA translation. We proceeded to apply TPRT toward subsequent mechanistic studies, and established that two of these compounds, Dabrafenib (a RAF inhibitor approved for clinical use) and MK1775 (a WEE1 inhibitor currently under clinical trials for cancer indications), preferentially suppress RP translation in a manner that is independent of mTOR and 4EBP1/2, but instead act through their “off-target” effects on the GCN2-eIF2α axis (Fig. 7). Furthermore, we identified two metabolic perturbations that also elicit mTOR-independent translation suppression of RPs, and determined that one of these stresses, namely, cysteine/cystine limitation, also acts via GCN2-eIF2α (Fig. 7). The highly conserved serine-threonine protein kinase GCN2 is a key sensor in the cellular integrated stress response, and its activation promotes suppression of RP translation.
translation up-regulation of stress-adaptation genes such as ATF4, coupled with general suppression of RNA translation, to protect and promote survival of cells under stress conditions (13). Our findings suggest that preferential suppression of RP translation may be an uncharacterized aspect of the integrated stress response, and that artificial manipulation of GCN2 may serve as an avenue to regulating ribosome biogenesis and protein synthesis capacity.

Our study raises a number of additional questions for further investigation. First, we identified GCN2 as a potential mechanistic target using the KINOMEscan platform. As this biochemical assay measures the extent to which a compound of interest disrupts the interaction between a kinase and a ligand for its active site, it would be expected to identify inhibitors of these kinases (12). However, both Dabrafenib and MK1775 cause dose-dependent increases in GCN2 phosphorylation (SI Appendix, Fig. S6), an indication of its activation state (13), suggesting that these compounds serve as GCN2 activators rather than its inhibitors. Although unexpected, it is notable that some nominal BRAF inhibitors, including Dabrafenib, can paradoxically activate BRAF in cells with wild-type kinase, such as through drug-induced BRAF dimerization and/or transactivation of dimers subunits (16, 17). Second, these two pharmacological perturbations, together with cysteine/cystine limitation, modulate RP translation in an eIF2α-dependent manner and increase eIF2α phosphorylation, both consistent with integrated stress response activation. However, eIF2α phosphorylation at Ser51 nevertheless increases with

---

**Fig. 6.** Dependency of glucose (–Gluc) or cysteine/cystine (–C/C) limitation-mediated translation effects on GCN2 and eIF2α. Changes in RP translation under acute Torin-1 treatment (1 μM, 30 min), or acute metabolic perturbations (30 min) in Src-transformed MCF10A cells subjected to negative control siRNA or siRNA targeting (A–C) GCN2 or (D–F) eIF2α (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 A–H for supporting data). Translation changes, measured by TPRT, are relative to normalization factor of non-RP internal controls, and DMSO vehicle control, as described in SI Appendix, Materials and Methods. Fold changes derived as a mean of four (A–C) or three (D–F) biological replicates, each with three technical replicates; error bars denote SEs.

---

**Fig. 7.** Schematic of chemical and metabolic perturbations identified as RP translation modulators.
GCN2 depletion under identical perturbations. We therefore infer that phosphorylation of eIF2α is not solely mediated by GCN2, and that eIF2α phosphorylation, although perhaps necessary, is certainly not sufficient to regulate RP translation. Third, our study identifies an mTOR-4EBP1/2-independent mechanism for translation regulation of RPs, but did not delve into the precise molecular elements of these transcripts that enable their regulation in such manner. RP transcripts share a number of common characteristics, most notably the 5′ TOP motif, a likely regulatory element for mTOR-mediated regulation (5).

Together, we describe an expeditious approach for interrogating RNA translation across focused panels of transcripts, and using this method, we identified mTOR-independent translation modulators of ribosomal proteins, some of which act via the GCN2-eIF2α axis.

Materials and Methods

For the targeted profiling of RNA translation (TPRT) assay, cells were treated as described in the text, washed with ice-cold PBS supplemented with 100 μg/mL cycloheximide, lysed in polysome buffer supplemented with 1 mg/mL cycloheximide, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, thawed on ice, collected, clarified by centrifugation, and diluted to 500 ng in 100 μL lysis buffer. Samples were incubated with RNase I (Invitrogen; 1,000 U) and TurboDNase (Invitrogen; 10 U) for 1 h at 4 °C, and ribosomal footprints were extracted using TRizol reagent (Invitrogen) and purified by isopropanol precipitation. Reverse transcription was carried out using footprint-specific primers targeting the region surrounding the translation initiation site, designed as shown in SI Appendix, Fig. 51, and using SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) with a ramped temperature protocol from 40 °C to 50 °C over the course of 1 h. The RNA template was hydrolyzed by NaOH, and cDNA purified by isopropanol precipitation. qPCR was carried out using a primer pair comprising a ribosome footprint-specific forward primer targeting the translation initiation site and a common reverse primer, as shown in SI Appendix, Fig. 51, using the SYBR-Select master mix (Applied Biosystems). The TPRT method, and its variations with ribosome footprint purification and for assessing mRNA levels, is described in greater detail in SI Appendix, Materials and Methods.

Detailed information on cell lines, gene expression manipulation by CRISPR-Cas9 and siRNA, Western blotting, ribosome profiling, data analysis, and KINOMeScan profiling are described in the SI Appendix, Materials and Methods.
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